Aggression and seclusion on acute psychiatric wards: effect of short-term risk assessment


Background
Short-term structured risk assessment is presumed to reduce incidents of aggression and seclusion on acute psychiatric wards. Controlled studies of this approach are scarce.

Aims
To evaluate the effect of risk assessment on the number of aggression incidents and time in seclusion for patients admitted to acute psychiatric wards.

Method
A cluster randomised controlled trial was conducted in four wards over a 40-week period (n = 597 patients). Structured risk assessment scales were used on two experimental wards, and the numbers of incidents of aggression and seclusion were compared with two control wards where assessment was based purely on clinical judgement.

Results
The numbers of aggressive incidents (relative risk reduction −68%, P < 0.001) and of patients engaging in aggression (relative risk reduction RRR = −50%, P < 0.05) and the time spent in seclusion (RRR = −45%, P < 0.05) were significantly lower in the experimental wards than in the control wards. Neither the number of seclusions nor the number of patients exposed to seclusion decreased.

Conclusions
Routine application of structured risk assessment measures might help reduce incidents of aggression and use of restraint and seclusion in psychiatric wards.
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Method
A cluster randomised controlled trial was conducted over 40 weeks on four acute psychiatric wards. Four wards were divided into two experimental and control ward clusters (Fig. 1). These wards (36 beds in total: 20 beds on the experimental wards and 16 beds on the control wards) were located in an urban catchment area covering 900 000 inhabitants of the Dutch city of Rotterdam and its suburbs. In all participating wards a similar selective admission policy was used. All patients admitted during the study period (n = 597) were included in the trial. The average length of stay in the wards was approximately 3 weeks, mostly involuntarily (62%). Most patients were diagnosed with a psychotic disorder (58%).

Intervention
Patients were monitored daily by psychiatric nurses on the experimental wards by means of risk assessment scales, from the first day of admission until discharge or transfer to another ward. The item scores on the Crisis Monitor (see Appendix) were discussed during inter- and multidisciplinary meetings. On a daily basis the Brøset Violence Checklist and the Kennedy–Axis V (short version) scale were used to identify risks of loss of control that might result in imminent (but preventable) escalations on the ward.26,27 Once a week the Kennedy–Axis V (full version), the Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale (BPRS), the Dangerousness Scale and the Social Dysfunction and Aggression Scale were used.21,22 These scales were used to evaluate mental state changes and current patient behaviour on a weekly basis. These five complementary scales covered a broad variety of common risk factors in acute psychiatric wards.

The Crisis Monitor was used for early recognition of patterns associated with (evolving) escalation and symptom (severity)
aggression incidents by means of the Staff Observation Aggression

As with the study by Abderhalden et al.19 all wards recorded aggression incidents by means of the Staff Observation Aggression Scale – Revised (SOAS-R).28 This scale covers the following aspects of aggression incidents: the apparent trigger, the type and target of the aggression, consequences of the incident, and the interventions used by the staff to deal with the aggressive behaviour. Each aggression incident was reported, and the location, date and time of the incident were also recorded.

Seclusion episodes were recorded using the Argus scale,1,27 which enables detailed collection and analysis of seclusion rates, in terms of both incidence and duration of the seclusion. On the Argus scale a seclusion incident is defined as a sequence of periods of seclusion separated by no more than 24 h; for example, two single hours in seclusion separated by 36 h would be counted as two seclusion incidents, whereas two single hours in seclusion separated by less than 24 h would be counted as one seclusion incident. According to Dutch law all such incidents must be reported to the Dutch Mental Health Inspectorate. The reliability of Argus assessments has been tested by means of comparison of nurses’ ratings with other documentary information such as nurses’ and doctors’ notes, team meeting notes and letters to the Mental Health Inspectorate, and has proved to be fair to good (Cohen κ = 0.64–0.92). In all sources registration errors may occur. Hospitals with electronic medical charts showed better Cohen κ values than hospitals using paper charts or paper and pencil registration.1

At the end of the 10-week baseline period the wards were randomly allocated to either the experimental or the control condition for the 30-week intervention period. In the two experimental wards, the risk assessment scales (Crisis Monitor) were introduced as part of care planning. The regional ethics committee approved the protocol.

The procedures were continuously monitored by a clinical nurse specialist to avoid underreporting of aggression incidents and seclusion use in both experimental and control arms. The nurse specialist visited the wards twice a day during the morning and afternoon team meetings. Such data control and management in clinical research follows recommendations in other studies.28–30

A low threshold and neutral availability of an external clinical nurse specialist may enhance the quality of data collection and also support clinicians by means of a non-blaming critical companionship approach.31

**Statistical analysis**

Differences in patient characteristics during the baseline and intervention periods were tested by chi-squared and t-tests. Potential differences between the experimental and the control wards during baseline and intervention phases in the number of aggression incidents and seclusion incident rates as well as time spent in seclusion were analysed by calculating the incidence rate per 1000 hospitalisation days. Differences in the duration of seclusion incidents between the experimental and control wards were analysed by comparing the total number of hours spent in seclusion with the total number of admission hours on the wards within the observation period. From these raw incidence rates we calculated the risk ratios for an event for each of the control and experimental clusters. Finally, the relative risk reduction (RRR) was reported.32 Analyses were performed using Predictive Analytics statistical software version 17.0 for Windows.

To determine whether risk ratios were affected by coincidental differences in patient characteristics on all wards, regression analyses were performed for baseline and intervention periods separately. A logistic regression analysis was performed with patient characteristics and diagnosis as predictors and seclusion as the dependent variable. A Poisson regression analysis on the rate of seclusion incidents per admission days was undertaken to investigate any intervention effect on the number of seclusion incidents, controlling for patient characteristics. A Poisson regression was also undertaken on the number of hours spent in seclusion. In both Poisson regression analyses the logarithm of the duration of admission was included as offset, to correct for
admission time at patient level. The significance level for all statistical tests was set at $P < 0.05$, two-tailed.

**Results**

In the 40-week study period, 617 admissions of 597 individual patients occurred on the four wards. During the 10-week pre-intervention period 170 patients were resident on the wards. During the intervention period 458 patients were resident on the wards, of whom 207 were admitted to an experimental ward and 251 to a control ward. Thirty-one patients were admitted in both periods. Patient characteristics during the baseline and intervention periods are presented in Table 1, together with baseline incident counts.

During the baseline period patient characteristics on the wards randomised to the experimental and the control clusters did not differ significantly with respect to age and gender (Table 1). Patients on the experimental wards, however, were more often from an ethnic minority background, more often involuntarily admitted and more likely to be diagnosed with a psychotic or a personality disorder. The total time spent in seclusion was longer on the experimental wards than on the control wards. Neither the number of aggression or seclusion incidents, nor the number of aggressive or secluded patients, differed significantly between clusters. During the intervention period the sample characteristics compilation remained constant, with more patients being involuntarily admitted as well as more patients with psychotic disorder being treated on the experimental wards. However, the numbers of patients from ethnic minorities were similar between the experimental and control wards during the intervention period (Table 1).

**Aggression**

The number of incidents of aggression decreased on the experimental wards from baseline to intervention period compared with the control wards. Relative risk ratios between the baseline and intervention period changed substantially, revealing a lower risk of aggression incidents on the experimental wards (Table 2; $RR = 0.68$; risk ratio at baseline 1.12, 95% CI 0.72–1.76, at intervention 0.36, 95% CI 0.26–0.50). When converted into number of aggression incidents per week, the rate on the experimental wards decreased from 4.9 incidents per week (i.e. 49 incidents over 10 weeks) during the baseline period to 1.7 incidents per week (52 incidents over 30 weeks) during the intervention period. On the control wards, the number of aggression incidents hardly changed, going from 3.5 incidents per week (35 incidents over 10 weeks) during baseline to 3.9 incidents per week (117 incidents over 30 weeks) during the intervention period. Otherwise, the number of patients engaged in aggression showed a (non-significant) trend towards reduction on the experimental wards during the intervention period (Table 2) compared with the control wards. The relative risk ratios of the number of aggressive patients between the experimental and the control wards, corrected for the number of patient days, however, did show a clear decrease (−50%) between the baseline (risk ratio $RR = 1.13$, 95% CI 0.57–3.10) and intervention period ($RR = 0.62$, 95% CI 0.40–0.99), albeit with a 13% overlapping confidence interval ($P < 0.10$).

**Seclusion**

The number of hours spent in seclusion decreased significantly on the experimental wards after the introduction of the Crisis Monitor, in comparison with the control wards (Table 2). A significant decrease of −45% in the risk ratio was observed in seclusion hours per admission hours, showing no overlapping confidence intervals: baseline period $RR = 1.12$ (95% CI 1.01–1.19), intervention period $RR = 0.62$ (95% CI 0.58–0.66). The number of seclusion incidents showed a small but not significant decrease (−15%) from baseline ($RR = 1.19$, 95% CI 0.76–1.88) to

| Table 1 Patient and ward characteristics during the baseline and intervention periods |
|------------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----|
| **Baseline period (10 weeks)**    |                 |                 |                 |     |
| Number of patients, $n$            | 80              | 90              |                 |     |
| Age, years: mean (s.d.)            | 36 (13)         | 54 (11)         | $t(168) = 0.974$| 0.33|
| Gender, male: $n$ (%)              | 53 (66)         | 54 (60)         | $X^2(1) = 0.712$| 0.40|
| Ethnic minority, $n$ (%)           | 31 (29)         | 16 (18)         | $X^2(1) = 9.312$| 0.002|
| Involuntarily admitted, $n$ (%)    | 70 (88)         | 39 (43)         | $X^2(1) = 35.900$| 0.001|
| Diagnosis, $n$ (%)                 |                 |                 |                 |     |
| Psychotic disorder                 | 59 (74)         | 51 (57)         | $X^2(1) = 5.400$| 0.02|
| Personality disorder               | 20 (25)         | 5 (6)           | $X^2(1) = 7.122$| 0.006|
| Drug misuse first diagnosis        | 3 (4)           | 3 (3)           | $X^2(1) = 0.916$| 0.337|
| **Intervention period (30 weeks)**|                 |                 |                 |     |
| Number of patients, $n$            | 207             | 251             |                 |     |
| Age, years: mean (s.d.)            | 38.0            | 39.4            | $t(427) = 1.092$| 0.28|
| Gender, male: $n$ (%)              | 135 (65)        | 138 (55)        | $X^2(1) = 4.572$| 0.033|
| Ethnic minority, $n$ (%)           | 71 (34)         | 77 (31)         | $X^2(1) = 0.683$| 0.409|
| Involuntarily admitted, $n$ (%)    | 180 (87)        | 110 (44)        | $X^2(1) = 92.310$| 0.001|
| Diagnosis, $n$ (%)                 |                 |                 |                 |     |
| Psychotic disorder                 | 137 (66)        | 122 (49)        | $X^2(1) = 14.272$| 0.001|
| Personality disorder               | 59 (28)         | 21 (8)          | $X^2(1) = 11.774$| <0.0001|
| Drug misuse first diagnosis        | 18 (9)          | 8 (3)           | $X^2(1) = 1.972$| 0.114|
intervention (RR = 1.01, 95% CI 0.74–1.88). The number of individual patients exposed to seclusion also did not increase significantly (+8%; 100% overlapping confidence intervals) on the experimental wards during the intervention period, despite a relatively significant increase in the number of patients secluded in the control ward (RR at baseline 1.42, 95% CI 0.83–2.48; RR at intervention 1.71, 95% CI 1.12–2.67), but again with 100% overlapping confidence intervals.

Regression analyses controlling for patient characteristics on time spent in seclusion per number of admission days revealed significant intervention effects but in opposite directions for baseline ($\beta = -0.71, P = 0.005$) and intervention periods ($\beta = 1.34, P < 0.0001$; goodness-of-fit statistics: deviance 479.419, d.f. = 131 and deviance 1596.856, d.f. = 419, respectively). In this model both short-term ($\beta = -0.78, P < 0.0001$) and long-term ($\beta = -2.25, P < 0.0001$) involuntary admission and psychiatric disorder ($\beta = -1.71, P < 0.0001$) showed a negative association with time spent in seclusion. Being aged less than 35 years also showed a positive association with time spent in seclusion ($\beta = 0.35, P = 0.005$). Various other regression analyses performed on seclusion incidents and number of secluded patients showed no effect of the intervention, but again involuntary admission as well as a psychotic disorder predicted these outcome variables. Therefore, it seems fair to conclude from these regression analyses that observed differences in patient characteristics did not explain the reduction of time spent in seclusion found on the experimental wards after implementation of the Crisis Monitor.

Table 2 Aggression and seclusion rates during the baseline period (10 weeks) and intervention period (30 weeks)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Experimental wards</th>
<th>Control wards</th>
<th>RR (95% CI) Experimental and control wards</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Baseline period</td>
<td>Intervention</td>
<td>Baseline period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total patient admission, h</td>
<td>32 592</td>
<td>96 768</td>
<td>26 064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients admitted, n</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggression</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggression incidents</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggressive patients, n</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seclusion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration, h</td>
<td>1382</td>
<td>1624</td>
<td>985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seclusion incidents</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secluded patients, n</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RR, risk ratio; +, significant difference between conditions in comparison of baseline and intervention periods ($P < 0.0001$, no overlapping confidence interval); –, no difference between phases and conditions ($P > 0.05$, confidence interval overlapping more than 15%).

Discussion

Our study suggests that a structured short-term risk assessment incorporated into routine care planning led to significant reductions in the number of aggression incidents and reliance on seclusion (expressed as the total time spent in seclusion). On the experimental wards seclusions in the intervention period occurred as frequently as on the control wards, but were far shorter in duration. In line with the findings of Abderhalden et al.,\(^\text{19}\) the reduction in aggression incidents as well the duration of seclusion on the experimental wards may be potentially explained by the fact that nurses identified indicators of imminent aggression – including increased agitation – at an earlier stage. Although our study is substantially smaller than that by Abderhalden et al., the number of aggression incidents and the number of hours spent in seclusion showed not only a statistically significant decrease, but also a risk reduction rate of over 50%. It is possible that this new procedure fostered early team awareness not only of the increased risk of behavioural escalation, but also of a decreased risk after a patient has been secluded. Application of the Crisis Monitor may have stimulated more timely consideration in the multidisciplinary team of the justification for keeping patients in seclusion when risks started to decline. This suggests that patients benefit from the frequent use of short-term structured risk assessments on psychiatric admission wards. Without the use of structured risk assessments on a daily basis, it may take longer than necessary before ward staff become aware of improvement in the behaviour of secluded patients or act upon it. Nevertheless, despite these promising results, especially as far as the reduction of time spent in seclusion is concerned, the structured risk assessment approach did not result in fewer seclusion incidents. This suggests that seclusion could not be prevented in several instances, but it seems likely that the constant monitoring of the symptoms and risks was helpful in substantially reducing the length of time spent in seclusion.

Limitations of the study

A limitation of the study was that it took place on only four wards of a single hospital, and the total numbers of aggression and seclusion incidents observed (253 and 250 respectively) were low. As a result of the small number of participating wards, differences in patient characteristics at baseline between the experimental and control wards could not be prevented. However, using Poisson and logistic regression analysis we controlled for differences in patient characteristics. Even though randomisation was not completely successful, the effect of the intervention on duration of seclusion was significant, controlled for observed differences in patient characteristics by means of regression analyses. It is important that our findings are replicated in other studies using similar wards and risk assessments.

Another limitation of our study was that the participating staff could not be kept unaware of the condition they were participating in, and thus expectancy phenomena may have played a part in the decisions the teams made. It may be that the use of seclusion declined because staff members on the experimental wards expected that escalation risks would be reduced by the application of the Crisis Monitor, which enabled staff to focus more on positive risk management strategies. A third limitation related to this is that nurses who had to rate the outcome measures of aggression incidents and seclusion interventions also performed the Crisis Monitor ratings. This may have led to rater bias. An inherent problem of this kind of study is that the nurses who have to perform the risk assessments are the same nurses who provide seclusion room care, and in our study were also the nurses.
documenting aggression incidents. In future studies this latter bias could be addressed by having independent raters present around the clock, although this might be difficult to achieve in clinical practice.

Finally, a limitation of performing a cluster randomised trial in a single hospital was the risk of carry-over effects caused by nurses on the experimental wards informing nurses on the control wards about the intervention. However, because working with the Crisis Monitor requires specific training and changes in the structure of ward meetings, this effect may have been small, but may have partly limited the effects of the intervention. Thus, any carry-over effect would have reduced the effects of the Crisis Monitor.

Strengths of the study
In line with the study by Abderhalden et al., we demonstrated that a randomised clinical trial is feasible, even in the hectic working environment of an acute psychiatric ward. In the Swiss study structured risk assessment was used only during the first 4 days of the admission, whereas in our study all patients were monitored during the entire admission period: not only was aggression rated but also so were psychiatric symptoms by means of the Kennedy–Axis V and the BPRS. These broader ratings influenced input in clinical supervision as well as team treatment meetings. This comprehensive approach was developed to change the focus of the team from solely dealing with aggressive behaviour when it occurred, to a more continuous monitoring of patient functioning, as well as dealing with symptoms before behavioural problems became manifest.

All nurses collected data and no patient had to be excluded from the study. The extra time needed for obtaining the risk assessment scores appeared to be compensated for by the reductions in time required for extensive multidisciplinary discussions about patients’ psychiatric condition and for the intensive care of patients when in seclusion. After the study period all teams decided to continue to work with the Crisis Monitor and also recommended this approach to other acute psychiatric wards.

Clinical and practical implications
Working with this structured risk assessment approach on these psychiatric admission wards resulted in less aggression and a reduction of time spent in seclusion by patients. It did not lead to extra costs in staffing apart from availability of a clinical supervisor. Nurses with advanced training and clinical leadership competencies could possibly also fulfil the role of clinical supervisor. Regular process evaluations and team feedback on risk identification and advanced critical thinking about the necessity for coercive interventions would improve the level of decision-making on psychiatric admission wards. Data generated from risk assessment scores might improve individualised treatment plans as well as ward policy-making in general.

Funding
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Appendix

Crisis Monitor
Instruments for daily application
Kennedy Axis V (short version)21
Level of patient strengths and risks in functioning on the first four items of the Kennedy Axis V, covering:
(a) psychological impairment
(b) social skills
(c) violence
(d) activities of daily living – occupational skills.

Brøset Violence Checklist20
Presence or absence of behaviour that is predictive of violent incidents, such as confusion, irritability, boisterousness, verbal threats, physical threats, attacks on objects.

Instruments for weekly application
Kennedy Axis V (full version)21
The first eight subscales, covering:
(a) psychological impairment
(b) social skills
(c) violence
(d) activities of daily living – occupational skills
(e) substance abuse
(f) medical impairment
(g) ancillary impairment
(h) motivation.

Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale22,23
Covering content and severity of 26 psychiatric symptoms over four dimensions: thought disturbances, anger, affect and disorganisation.

Dangerousness Scale24
Dangerousness levels on eight items, including self-neglect, self-harm, social breakdown, violence towards others or being victimised by others.

Social Dysfunction and Aggression Scale25
An 11-item scale containing 11 non-directed and directed behavioural problems varying from aggression towards self to outward aggression.
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